Using Readbox:
How to embed an ebook sample on your library’s website.
OverDrive’s Readbox allows eBook samples to be embedded on any website using a code called an embed
code.
In this guide, we’ll show you step by step how to get this code.

Here is what the sample will look like on a webpage once it is embedded:

The patron will click here to read a
short sample. To page forward, pa‐
trons should click on the right side
of the page, to page back, patron
should click on the le . Please note
that samples vary in length.

The “Get Book” link takes the patron
to a place on Overdrive’s site to search
for libraries.

This link takes the patron to
the book’s page on
Overdrive.com

Clicking on this icon allows
patrons to share the sample on
Twi er, Facebook, or Pinterest.

Clicking on this icon makes
the sample full‐screen.
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Go to Overdrive.com
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Search for the item you wish to embed by tle or author.

Find your item from the search results. The ebook edi on has a book icon in the le
‐hand corner, while the audiobook has a headphone icon.
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Click on the tle.

To get the embed code, click on “Read a Sample”
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Next, click on “Embed”
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Copy the code from this window. One easy way to
make sure you’ve copied all the code is to double
click in the box.
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Now paste that code into the source code of your
library’s webpage.

More Information about Readbox
Automatically responsive
Embedded samples are aware of the context in which they’re being viewed and will resize to suit the user’s screen. Should the
sample become 320 pixels in width or smaller (such as in some mobile browsers), clicking on a sample will automa cally open it
full screen in a new window for maximum reading comfort.

Compatibility
Samples are currently compa ble with recent versions of Chrome, Safari, Firefox and Internet Explorer. Incompa ble browsers
currently fail silently – there’s no visible error message or alterna ve content.

Adding a Disclaimer Message
Readbox can display a disclaimer message prior to loading a tle’s sample content. The message is hidden by default, but will ap‐
pear if you supply a disclaimer text through adding a data-disclaimer a ribute to your <script> tag.
<script data-disclaimer="{My Disclaimer Text}" src="https://www.overdrive.com/{identifier}/sample-embed></
script>

The disclaimer message will appear a er a user clicks Read a sample. Once the disclaimer is dismissed via the OK bu on, the tle’s
sample content will proceed to load.

Styling
Overdrive recommends that you wrap your <script> tag in a containing element (like a <div>) so that you can style it appropriate‐
ly for your site.
For example, you might want to set the width of the embed,
<div style="width: 350px">

and also add a margin.
<div style="width: 350px; margin: 10px">

You can also define a class a ribute to style Readbox using CSS.
<div class="myreadbox">
.myreadbox {
width: 350px;
float: left;
margin-right: 25px;
}

More about these URLs
Sample URLs follow a pa ern – the OverDrive URL:
http://www.overdrive.com/

followed by an iden fying ID and tle slug:
/media/1420537/the-bees/

and finally:
sample-embed/

If you leave the -embed oﬀ the URL, you’ll have a direct link to the sample itself, in a fullscreen window.
If you leave the sample-embed oﬀ the URL, you’ll have a direct link to the tle page at www.overdrive.com.

Finding titles using a URL Template
Looking to embed several tles quickly? Try subs tu ng one of the URL templates below into your Readbox script. We’ll return the
top eBook result from your query, and if we can’t find a matching tle Readbox will load a short error message.
eBook ISBN
https://www.overdrive.com/media/sample-embed/?isbn={eBook_isbn}

Title and Author
https://www.overdrive.com/media/sample-embed/?title={Title}&author={Author}

If using one of the URL templates above, you’ll want to keep the sample‐embed as part of the URL.
Removing the ‐embed or sample‐embed from the URL only works if the iden fying ID and tle slug are present.

